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therefore, we are keen to share our deep personal connection to this play and to other stories by
shakespeare with you. our partnership with deutsche bank goes beyond just performances. from 19
september 2020 well also be continuing our professional development (cpd) courses for teachers
online. our 90 minute and three-hour dynamic workshops go hand-in-hand with our romeo and juliet
stream, and offer the opportunity to explore strategies for unlocking shakespeares most famous text
and to develop practical toolkits. against the crumbling backdrop of political and social hierarchy, a
chance meeting through a neon fish tank at a masquerade ball begets a desperate pact of love
between star-crossed lovers romeo ( leonardo dicaprio ) and juliet ( claire danes ). the well-to-do
capulets have chosen paris ( paul rudd ), a dashing but dull time magazine cover boy, heir to glitzy
verona beach, to wed juliet. however, it's romeo, son of the rival montague clan, who captures her
heart. the vengeance-seeking broods of both families clash during a deadly beachfront shoot-out.
sadly, the couple's final reunion ends in devastation for both families. with research help from rona
richmond and susan cole, and translation assistance from neelima shourie and mandy plummer, we
thank you for your time and attention. and finally, we give thanks to the bard of avon, william
shakespeare. without your timeless words, the story of romeo and juliet would be much different.
romeo and juliet opens with a bracing air of comic romeo and juliet is one of the few movies ever to
claim the glory of being shakespeare. if shakespeare was a real poet, then director peter kosminsky
is a great magician. he conjures up a film that is less about the play and more about the story of the
lovers. this is not just about the words of shakespeare, but about the feelings that he expressed. its
about the power of love, and the pain that results when love is denied. its about the beautiful
elizabethan costumes, the grandeur of london, and the hilarious mayhem that ensues when a
feuding family meets in a tavern. its about the love between romeo and juliet, which happens to be,
well, deeply romantically romantic.
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to find out more information about romeo and juliet, romeo and julietresources, and romeo and
julietfilm, or to book tickets to watch a live performance of romeo and juliet, visit shakespearean
performances. thanks to luhrmann, who is more of a kidder than a literalist, the actors in this film

have been able to reach a new level of heightened emotional intensity. danes is more of a haughty
damsel in distress than a weak, insecure creature who could be bullied into giving up her lover. yet

even though she is utterly convincing in her tragic portrayal of juliet, danes struggles to come across
as full-bodied in a part that demands emotional magnetism. this is the case with dicaprio as well,

even though he is putting his own stamp on a role he has played before. he is more funny than he is
tragic here, more amiable than he is embittered. he is a good actor who happens to be in the right
part at the right time. as with most of luhrmanns films, romeo + juliet is a lavish, stylish, and often

funny take on a classic. it is also one of the finest cinematic renderings of the shakespeare play ever
produced, and it wins new converts every day. the fight scenes, choreographed by tony award

winner bill t. jones, are particularly dazzling, especially the famous balcony sequence. a great movie
to watch while dressed up in a ball gown or a tuxedo. bajirao mastani bajirao mastani movie. bajirao
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